Kim Kardashian Hopes the Rain
Doesn’t Ruin Her Wedding

By Sanetra Richards
It never rains in Southern California, but it has been raining
cats and dogs in Paris. According to UsMagazine.com, showers
were definitely in the forecast during Kim Kardashian’s costly
European wedding weekend, which started on Friday, May 23rd at
the Versailles Palace in Paris, France. The festivities began
with the rehearsal dinner at Versailles. Guests were asked to
dress in vintage French royalty-themed garb. However, the
reality star bride appeared to be a bit down during the
celebration activities and made it known the weather was to
blame: “I hope the rain doesn’t ruin my wedding,” Kim stated
as the Kardashian-Jenner family dined at the Hotel Costes on
Wednesday, March 21st. “She made it clear that this bad weather
is really getting to her. She’s clearly spending millions

getting married in Europe, and if it all turns into a wash-out
she will be really unhappy,” an onlooker tells Us. Although
her family and friends remained positive through the
circumstances, the 33-year-old bride was still not pleased
with the City of Love’s lack of sun. “This weather has to get
better,” other restaurant guests heard Kanye West’s fiancée
say after dinner. “Spring in Paris is meant to be about
sunshine, but all we’re getting is rain.”
What are some ways to plan a wedding around rain?
Cupid’s Advice:
Every bride seems to have at least one fear in common on
their special day, and that is rain. Although it can certainly
be a sign of good luck for the marriage, it is still unwanted.
You plan for the date months in advance and can never be too
sure of what to expect when it actually comes. Cupid has a few
pointers to help you plan the big day around rain:
1. Proper shelter: Outdoor weddings can always be a bit tricky
because of the unpredictable weather. What better way to take
cover than to have a tent covering you, your honey, and the
guests? When Mother Nature decides to make your day a little
bit more stressful, do not fret. You will be prepared for the
worst, somewhat.
Related: Kim and Kanye Will Treat Guests to Private Versailles
Tour
2. Backup plan instructions: Inform everyone in attendance of
what to do just in case the weather goes wrong. You may want
to do this in advance before the big day – this will help ease
your worries as the wedding approaches.
Related: Find Out How Kanye West Proposed to Kim Kardashian
3. Remain pretty & polished: Don’t let the rain put a damper
on your mood, or ruin your perfected hairstyle, chic heels,

and beloved gown. Purchase a few cute umbrellas to protect you
and your wedding party from the downpour as the day continues.
Who wants a muddy mess in their photographs, anyway?
How do you plan a wedding around rain? Share your suggestions
below.

